[Neuronal organization of field 4 of the motor cortex of the cat brain].
By means of the silver nitrate impregnation method after Golgi-Kopsch in kittens and young cats the field 4 in the cerebral motor cortex has been studied. The motor cortex of the field 4 possesses certain heteromorphism. Besides usual stellate and pyramidal neurons, that differ from real ones by some morphological signs: their body is often round, the apical dendrite is much thinner than the corresponding dendrite of a pyramidal neuron, it does not produce oblique branches along the course, never gets into the I layer, the spines arrange less densely. According to the mode of dendrites setting off, the atypical pyramidal neurons can be divided into multipolar and spindle-like with horizontal or vertical branching of the dendrites. According to the spines distribution, the multipolar atypical neurons can be divided into spinous, rare-spinous and aspinous. With respect to various cellular forms and distribution of various types of neurons in layers, every of the areas (gamma, alpha, sfu, fu) possesses specific peculiarities. The greatest variability of the neurons have the field 4 gamma and 4 alpha, where, besides stellate and pyramidal, atypical neurons can be found. The stellate neurons of the field 4 gamma are characterized with a deep arrangement, their number is essentially less, than in other areas of the field 4. In the field 4 alpha they are situated in the layers II-III. Suprafundal and fundal parts of the field do not possess pyramidal atypical neurons and are characterized with presence of large amount of the stellate neurons. In respect to the axonal branching in the suprafundal part of the field 4, 2 types of the stellate cells are distinguished.